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ABSTRACT A high-quality helical long period fiber grating (HLPFG) in elliptical core polarization-
maintaining fiber (PMF) was experimentally demonstrated by using the hydrogen-oxygen flame heating
technique. Such a single HLPFG with a length of 6.5 mm could be used to generate orbital angular
momentum (OAM) modes, i.e., OAM±2. The secret of the successful generation of the OAM±2 mode is
that the elliptical core PMF has two-fold symmetry in the cross-section. The resonance dip of the coupling
attenuation and wavelength was strongly dependent on the length and helical pitch of the HLPFG. The
HLPFG also exhibited a higher strain sensitivity of 30.7 pm/µε. The proposed method opens a new way to
generate a higher-order OAM mode by using multiple-fold symmetry fiber.

INDEX TERMS Fiber gratings, optical fiber sensors, optical fiber communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Helical long period fiber gratings (HLPFGs) with peri-
odic screw-type refractive index (RI) modulation along the
fiber axis in single mode fiber (SMF) [1]–[3], few mode
fiber (FMF) [4], [5], multi-core fiber [6], photonic crys-
tal fiber (PCF) [7]–[10], photonic band-gap fiber (PBF) [11],
and polarization-maintaining fiber (PMF) [12] have been
fabricated and demonstrated by using the CO2 laser irra-
diation, electric arc discharge, and hydrogen-oxygen flame
heating technique. These HLPFGs in different types of fibers
have been widely used as orbital angular momentum (OAM)
mode generator, filter [13], [14], and fiber sensor [15]–[17]
attributing to its unique advantages, such as the low polariza-
tion dependence loss (PDL) and the inherent helical-phase.
As being an OAMmode generator, low-order and high-order
OAM modes have been successfully demonstrated and gen-
erated by using HLPFG in SMF [1], FMF [4], [5], and
PCF [7], [10] without any external components. High-order
OAM mode, i.e., greater than OAM±1 mode, have been
experimentally reported by HLPFGs in FMF and PCF. More-
over, the effect of the fiber core symmetry on the topological
charge of the generated OAM modes has been simulated by
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various approaches, such as coupled-mode theory, spin-orbit
interaction Hamiltonians, and perturbation theory [1]–[21].
For example, Alexeyev et al. theoretically demonstrated that
a HLPFG with N-fold rotation symmetry had an ability to
change the topological charge of the incoming field by N
units, i.e., generating OAM±N modes [18], which was also
suitable for the HLPFG in elliptical core fiber [20], theo-
retically indicating that OAM±2 modes could be generated
by the HLPFG in elliptical core fiber with two-fold rota-
tion symmetry. Besides, Xu et al. also demonstrated that a
HLPFG with N-fold symmetry in the cross section could
generate OAM±N and OAM±(N±2) modes, rather than only
OAM±N modes [21]. The afore-mentioned established simu-
lation selection rules on the topological charge of the gen-
erated OAM modes are different with each other, but few
experiments have been conducted to verify it. The HLPFG in
elliptical core PMF with two-fold rotation symmetry could
be used to investigate the characteristics of the generated
OAM modes. Besides, the HLPFGs have been used as tor-
sion [6], [11], [9], and current sensor [15] due to its peri-
odic screw-type structure, while the strain properties of the
HLPFG have not been drawn attention yet.

In this letter, we experimentally fabricated an HLPFG
in elliptical core PMF with two-fold symmetry in the
cross-section by use of the hydrogen–oxygen flame heating
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technique. The effect of the length and helical pitch on the
transmission spectrum was investigated experimentally. The
second-order mode, i.e., OAM±2 mode, has been success-
fully generated by using such a single HLPFG due to its
two-fold symmetry in the cross-section. Moreover, the strain,
and torsion properties of the HLPFG were also experimen-
tally investigated.

FIGURE 1. (a) Schematic diagram of H-LPFG inscription by use of the
hydrogen-oxygen heating technique [9]; Scanning electron micrographs of
the cross section of (b) untwisted elliptical core polarization-maintaining
fiber (PMF) and (c) twisted sample, i.e., HLPFG in elliptical-core PMF;
(d) side-view microscope image of the obtained HLPFG. Inset: enlarged
view of the elliptical core for the PMF.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
An experimental setup, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), consist-
ing of a fiber rotation motor, two translation stages, and
a hydrogen-oxygen flame generator, was used to fabri-
cate HLPFG by use of the hydrogen-oxygen heating tech-
nique [9]. An elliptical core PMF (P1C13-125-U25, YOEC)
with two-fold symmetry in the cross-section was employed
to fabricate the HLPFG. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the initial
size of the elliptical core along the major and minor axes is
8.5 and 5.0µm, respectively. As for fabricating a high-quality
HLPFG in the elliptical core PMF, the vital parameters are
the velocity of the translation stage1 and stage2, i.e., v1 and
v2, the flow rate of the hydrogen-oxygen flame, i.e., Q, and
the rotational speed of the fiber rotationmotor, i.e.,�, respec-
tively. The uniformity of the obtained HLPFGwas dependent
on the flow rate of the hydrogen-oxygen flame, and the helical
pitch could be calculated by the equation3 = 60v1/�. In the
experiment, v1, v2, and Q were set as 1.60, 1.38 mm/s and
230, respectively. After twisting the fiber with a rotational

speed of�= 178 rpm, a HLPFG in elliptical core PMF with
a helical pitch of 3 = 539.3 µm was obtained, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(d). Compared with the HLPFG in standard SMF
without physical deformation [9], the HLPFG in elliptical
core PMF exhibited an obviously periodic refractive index
modulation in the core, where the shape profile was similar to
a tapered fiber with bi-taper during one helical period due to
its intrinsic major and minor axes structure [28]. In addition,
the size of the major and minor axes in the middle of the
HLPFG was reduced to 7.3 and 4.3 µm, respectively, and
the cladding diameter was also reduced from 125 to 108 µm,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(c), attributing to the velocity difference
between two translation stages.

FIGURE 2. Transmission spectrum evolution of the HLPFG in elliptical
core PMF with the grating length decrease from L1 to L7,
i.e., 9.0 to 6.0 mm, with a step of 0.5 mm.

To measure the transmission spectrum of the HLPFG
in elliptical core PMF, a HLPFG sample with a helical
pitch of 539.3 µm was cut gradually from L1 to L7,
i.e., 9.0 to 6.0 mm, with a step of 0.5 mm. Each end of
the achieved HLPFGs was spliced with SMF to measure the
transmission spectrum by use of a broadband light source
and an optical spectrum analyzer. As shown in Fig. 2, two
resonance dips, i.e., Dip1, and Dip2, were observed within
the wavelength range from 1250 to 1650 nm. As for Dip1,
the resonant wavelength shifted toward a shorter wavelength,
and the coupling attenuation increased gradually with the
decreased grating length from 9.0 to 6.5 mm. A strong res-
onant dip of 33.0 dB at the wavelength of 1558.75 nm could
be achieved by a length of 6.5 mm, which is approximately
12 times of the helical pitch, i.e., 539.3 µm. The attenu-
ation of the Dip1 would be increased and then decreased
gradually as the length of HLPFG decreased [10]. As shown
in Fig. 2, when the length of HLPFG was decreased to
6.0 mm, the attenuation of the Dip1 was decreased to 19.0 dB
at the wavelength of 1561.2 nm, indicating that an optimal
coupling attenuation could be achieved by 12 grating periods,
i.e., 6.5 mm.

Moreover, the polarization dependent loss (PDL) of
the fabricated HLPFG with a helical pitch of 539.3µ m
i.e., � = 178 rpm,in elliptical core PMF was measured by
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FIGURE 3. Measured transmission spectra and PDL of the obtained
HLPFG in elliptical core PMF with a helical pitch of 539.3 µm.

use of a tunable laser, a polarization synthesizer and an optical
power meter. As shown in Fig. 3, the transmission spectra at
random state, the fast and slow axes are almost completely
overlapped, exhibiting a lower PDL of 0.6 dB.The measured
result is different from that of a high PDL of the HLPFG
fabricated by CO2 laser in the PMF with two stress applying
parts [19]. The reason is that the helical refractive index was
induced on the fiber surface, not the core by this method,
resulting in asymmetric azimuthal profile.

FIGURE 4. (a) Transmission spectra of six HLPFG samples fabricated in
elliptical core PMF with a helical pitch of 564.7, 554.9, 548.6, 533.3, 524.6,
and 518.9 µm, respectively; (b) measured resonant wavelengths versus
the helical pitch of the obtained HLPFGs.

To investigate the effect of the helical pitch on the reso-
nant wavelength, six HLPFGs in elliptical core PMF with
a helical pitch of 564.7, 554.9, 548.6, 533.3, 524.6, and
518.9 µm, were fabricated by applying a rotational speed
of 170, 173, 175, 180, 183, and 185 rpm, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the resonance dip, i.e., Dip1, for

each HLPFG sample has a coupling attenuation of more
than 25 dB and an insertion loss of 2.5 dB. The measured
resonant wavelength as a function of the helical pitch was
not changed continuously, but being divided into two groups,
i.e., Group1 and Group2, where the phenomenon is differ-
ent from the HLPFG in standard SMF, PCF, and all-solid
PBF [9], [10], [18]. As for Group1, i.e., with the decrease of
the helical pitch from 564.7 to 548.6 µm, the measured reso-
nant wavelength shifted linearly toward a longer wavelength
with a smaller slope of −2.96, while for Group2, i.e., from
533.3 to 518.9 µm, shifted linearly to a longer wavelength
with a larger slope of−3.85, as illustrated by the dotted green
and red curve in Fig. 4(b), respectively. The phenomenon,
i.e., un-continuous change of theDip1 versus the helical pitch,
combined with the measured low PDL in Fig. 3, may be due
to different cladding modes excited by Group1 and Group2.

FIGURE 5. (a-b) Beam profiles and (c-d) interference patterns of the
OAM+2, and OAM−2 modes generated by the CT-HLPFG and ACT-HLPFG
fabricated in elliptical core PMF, respectively.

Note that afore-obtained experimental data are all from
the clockwise-twisted HLPFG (CT-HLPFG) in elliptical core
PMF. To measure the beam profile and interference pat-
tern, another type of HLPFG, i.e., anticlockwise-twisted
(ACT-HLPFG), was also fabricated with the same fabrica-
tion parameters but different rotation directions. An experi-
mental setup illustrated in [10], consisting of reference and
sample parts, was used to measure the beam profiles and
interference patterns of the two types of HLPFG in ellip-
tical core PMF, i.e., CT-HLPFG and ACT-HLPFG. In the
experiment, light from a tunable laser was tuned to the res-
onant wavelength of the tested HLPFG sample. And the
light was split into two parts: one part was sequentially
propagated into the tested HLPFG, an objective lens, and
a beam splitter, while the other was used as a reference
part through an attenuator, and then gathered by use of the
beam splitter (BS). The tested HLPFG sample was cleaved
at the last period to measure the beam profile. As shown
in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the beam profile of the CT-HLPFG
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and ACT-HLPFG in elliptical core PMF exhibited similar
donut-like patterns in the center, i.e., phase singularity, by use
of an infrared camera. To verify the properties of the heli-
cal phase, the OAM modes generated by the CT-HLPFG
and ACT-HLPFG were interfered with the reference light,
respectively. As shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), the spiral inter-
ference patterns for the OAM+2 and OAM−2 mode were
clearly observed for the CT-HLPFG and ACT-HLPFG in
elliptical core PMF, respectively, around the resonant wave-
length, indicating that OAM±2 modes could be successfully
generated by the HLPFG in elliptical core fiber with two-fold
symmetry, in good agreement with the simulation that the
long-period twisted elliptical fiber with two-fold rotational
symmetry possessed the ability to change the incoming Gaus-
sian beam to charge-2 optical vortices in a certain wave-
length range [24], [25]. The experimental results verified that
the two-fold symmetry fiber, i.e., elliptical core PMF, could
only generate the OAM±2 modes, rather than OAM±2 and
OAM±4 modes [26]. Moreover, as the OAM±6 and OAM±2
modes were generated by the helical PCF and HLPFG in
elliptical core PMFwith two-fold and six-fold symmetry rota-
tional fiber, respectively, indicating that a high-order OAM
mode could be generated by choosing multiple-fold symme-
try fiber.

FIGURE 6. Measured resonant wavelength shift as a function of the
strain. Inset: transmission spectrum evolution of the HLPFG while the
strain increased from 0 to 400 µε.

The sensing properties of the HLPFG in elliptical core
PMF have also been investigated. Firstly, the strain response
was experimentally measured and demonstrated. The two
ends of the HLPFG sample were glued and fixed on a holder
and a translation stage, where the strain was applied by
adjusting the translation stage. The inset is the transmission
spectrum evolution of the HLPFG with the strain increased
from 0 to 400 µε with a step of 50 µε. In the experi-
ment, the HLPFG sample was damaged when a higher strain,
i.e., 450µε was applied. As shown in Fig. 6, with the increase
of the strain, the resonant wavelength shifted linearly toward
a shorter wavelength with a sensitivity of 30.7 pm/µε, which
is one order of magnitude higher than that, i.e., 1.41 [29],
and 3.2 pm/µε [30], of the HLPFGs in the SMF, and PCF by
means of hydrogen-oxygen flame heating technique, attribut-
ing to the bi-taper shape profile in the core.

Finally, the mechanical torsion response of the HLPFG in
elliptical core PMF was investigated by means of fixing two
ends of the fiber sample by use of a fiber rotator and fiber
holder, respectively, where the distance between two fixed
points, i.e., L, is 150 mm. During the measurement, the fiber
rotator was clockwise or anti-clockwise rotated from 0◦ to
360◦ with a step of 30◦, i.e., the mechanical torsion rate of
αM varies from +0.0419 to −0.0419 rad/mm according to
the equation of αM = θ /L. Note that αM > 0 represented
the clockwise torsion direction, while αM < 0 was the
anti-clockwise torsion direction. As shown in Fig. 7, the reso-
nant wavelength shifted linearly toward a longer wavelength
with the increased external mechanical torsion rate under
the clockwise mechanical torsion, while the opposite process
occurred under the anti-clockwise mechanical torsion. The
total wavelength shift was approximately 29.9 nm, and the
original spectrum, i.e., αM= 0, wasmarked in blue. As shown
in Fig. 7, the measured torsion sensitivity of the HLPFG in
elliptical core PMF was 350.48 nm/(rad·mm−1).

FIGURE 7. Measured resonant wavelength shift as a function of the
mechanical torsion rate. Inset: transmission spectrum evolution of HLPFG
while mechanical torsion rate, αM, varies from
−0.0419 to +0.0419 rad/mm.

III. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrated a novel
OAM±2 mode generator based on a single HLPFG in ellipti-
cal core PMF by use of hydrogen-oxygen flame heating tech-
nique. The successful generation of the OAM±2 mode was
attributed to the two-fold rotation symmetry of the HLPFG in
elliptical core PMF. The proposed method opens a new way
to generate a higher-order OAMmode by using multiple-fold
symmetry fiber. The resonance dip of the coupling attenu-
ation and wavelength was strongly dependent on the length
and helical pitch of the HLPFG. Moreover, the HLPFG
exhibited a high strain sensitivity of 30.7 pm/µε. Hence,
such an HLPFG also could be used to develop a promising
high-sensitivity strain sensor.
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